FAQs
Q. Why is the program most beneficial to Doctors & Medical Professionals?
A. Babaji says that doctors have clear soul agenda to heal and thus their priority in life is the
constant endeavor to provide optimum health to patients. This being the sole aim and
purpose of every medical practitioner, they become the best instruments of the divine to heal
humanity. Though Babaji has been empowering healers and masses for self-healing, it is only
this special wisdom that He wishes to share with doctors only as they are truly the worthy
recipients of this sacred wisdom that would be put to noble and true help to mankind.
Q. How is spiritual healing linked with science?
A. Through deep spiritual and contemplative ShivYog practice, Babaji unraveled the
connections between the physical body composed of the five elements and it’s connection to
the five bodies in the metaphysical plane. Babaji has translated this knowledge and
understanding to contemporary science and presented everything in a scientific way that the
five senses can perceive and understand. The goal of the program is to impart this knowledge
and power to medical professionals enabling them to achieve greater success in their daily
practice.
Q. Do I need to attend the whole program?
A. Yes, this is because the whole healing empowerment program is not a merely a theoretical
course but an actual transfer of ancient Indian healing wisdom and powers. For this
empowerment to have a conducive platform for the recipient the program is designed in such
a way that the doctors be able to not just receive the empowerment and training but also
experience it while the practices are done. This requires a complete dedicated time and
focus on the program during the subscribed days.
Q. When is the next “Cure Is Possible” program ?
A. Cure Is Possible are very rare programs. Though Babaji has conducted thousands of healing
events over the past two decades, He has been very selective with Cure Is Possible programs
as they are special programs meant primarily for medical professionals and higher purposes. It
is hence highly recommended that you make best use of this opportunity for nothing of the
same is planned for near future. To enable doctors to make possible arrangement from their
busy schedules, this program has been announced months before the event.
Q. Who can benefit the most from “Cure Is Possible” program ?
A. Healthcare professionals, both mainstream and alternative, have attended the “Cure Is
Possible” program and are actively practicing healing in their clinics and hospitals. This
special program is open to all - Surgical Care, Cancer Management, Intensive Care, Urgent
Care, Ambulatory Care, Preventive Care, Rehabilitation Care, Psychiatry, General Practice,
Physiotherapy, Medical Imaging Service, Occupational Therapy, Physician Assistance, Nursing
and Pharmacy.
For the lay person, a basic knowledge of human anatomy and functioning is a primary
requirement.

